
Chris Rock has one of the most creative minds in the entertainment industry. He’s been producing 
inventive and insightful works of art for three decades and is considered to be one of the best - if not the 
very best - comedians working today. At the top of his game and at the height of his powers, Chris Rock 
still relies-upon frequent, real-time feedback to stay sharp. 

In early 2017, Rock began preparing for his first full-scale world standup tour in close to a decade. The 
live tour began in March and will culminate with the taping of a televised comedy special in December. 
Preparing for the world tour required Rock to write and refine loads of new material, stage testing and 
tweaking his new bits in small comedy clubs before hitting the road. But the iteration didn’t stop once 
the tour began. 

In a Rolling Stone profile on Rock and his preparation for the tour, the article’s author details how Rock 
relies on realtime feedback from trusted collaborators to improve his set from show to show. 
Immediately following a show in Denver, Rock huddles with Matthew Claybrooks, “a comedian and 
former Everybody Hates Chris writer who is helping Rock decide what is working and not working in 
the set.1” And in the minutes prior to his next show at the Altria Theater in Richmond, Rock back with 
Claybrooks, soliciting more advice: 

Rock and Claybrooks, the Everybody Hates Chris writer, are in Rock's dressing room to go over the Denver shows 
and see what worked and didn't work. Rock brings up his bullying bit. He worries it's too preachy. "I used to do 'I 
wouldn't be here right now if it wasn't for bullying. I'd be, like, a Fed Ex guy – don't get me wrong, I'd be 
the funny Fed Ex guy.'"  

"You should do it," says Claybrooks. "Especially in a town like this." 
 
"It brings it back to me," says Rock. "Makes it less preachy.2” 

Very few creative professionals can afford to hire a dedicated collaborator whose primary responsibility is 
providing realtime feedback on their creative project, but there’s much to be learned from Rock’s 
commitment to soliciting advice. He understands that receiving frequent feedback and being introduced 
to foreign perspectives on his performances will only strengthen his ability to constantly improve 
through iteration.   

If you’re working in a fast-paced and collaborative creative environment - where ideas are constantly 
emerging and evaporating and where you’re juggling multiple projects in various stages of development - 
you can’t always wait for scheduled crit sessions or formal debates to iterate through constructive 
feedback. Depending on the complexity of the creative project and the nature of the environment in 
which the project will exist, timely feedback is necessary for success.
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1. “Chris Rock in a Hard Place” 2017 (Rolling Stone) 
2. “Chris Rock in a Hard Place” 2017 (Rolling Stone)

Strengthening your ability to solicit, accept, understand and implement feedback related to your creative 
project from users, experts and stakeholders will greatly support your pursuit of creative mastery. The 
practical skills required to excel at soliciting advice are straightforward; many of us know how to build 
surveys and conduct interviews. But ‘soliciting advice’ mostly requires asking for help, and many people 
struggle mightily when asking for help. In her book, “Mayday!: Asking for Help in Times of Need” M Nora 
Klaver offers a guide to understanding the many barriers that get in our way of asking for help, which 
include, 1. Having too few “ask for help” role models, 2) Loving our independence, 3) Not thinking to 
ask, 4) Thinking it’s easier to do it ourselves and most significantly, 5)  Being afraid of appearing weak, 
stupid etc. 

None of these barriers are insurmountable, but hurdling each one - especially the fear hurdle - requires 
practice and determination. But with coaching and guidance, you can absolutely overcome these barriers 
and become an expert solicitor of advice, like Chris Rock.
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